Ondokuz Mayıs University Ali Fuad Başgil Faculty of Law
Who are we?
Our faculty was established on December 29, 2008, by the decree of the Council of Ministers
in the biggest and most beautiful city of the Black Sea, Samsun. Our first aim was to provide
the minimum number of faculty members to admit students to the faculty in the academic year
of 2010-2011 and start education. We have provided the academic staff to meet the Higher
Education Council's criteria In hiring research assistants, we prioritized candidates continuing
their master's or PhD training or who have already completed some training.
A computer laboratory, three lecture halls, two classrooms, a conference hall (for 258 people),
a trial hall, a meeting and a seminar room, two social interaction and reading rooms, 127
administrative and academic staff offices, and a dining hall can be found on our Campus.
The faculty building in Çarşamba has three lecture halls, a conference hall with 1200 students
capacity, two classrooms, four seminar rooms, a trial room, a library, a computer laboratory,
and 48 lecturer offices.
Why should you study with us?
The completion of the academic staff in our faculty is aimed at an educational plan beyond
the traditional law curriculum. In this scope, we consider providing introductory law courses
within the first two years, specialization within the next two years, and their exam. Our
faculty has taken students since 2010-2011, and 586 students have graduated since 2014.
Our mission is to graduate highly qualified students who could take an active role in making
law, make meaningful contributions to spread the law and justice consciousness, and pay
close attention to issues of the world and our country.
Who are we looking for?
Our vision is to become a faculty whose graduates would consider the issues of our region
and the world, not only in terms of law but also concerning philosophy and sociology.
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